SUPERFAST BULLET PULLER INSTRUCTIONS

With the Bullet Puller positioned in the press, run the cartridge upward into the shellholder until the jaws firmly grip on the taper of the bullet. At this point, the bullet should be held tightly by the jaws. To prevent damage* to your puller be sure the mouth of the case only lightly contacts the under side of the puller’s spring steel jaws. Reverse the shellholder travel (downward). This pulls the bullet. To remove the bullet, repeat this process. Be sure to center the next bullet on the base of the previously pulled bullet. Push upwards, guiding the bullet out with your fingers.

NOTE — Marks will be left on the bullets, but they can still be used for practice rounds.

*CAUTION — Do not run your case mouth into the S.F. Jaws

Pullers are available for the following bullet diameters:

#011451-.224” #011461-.243” #011471-.257”
#011481-.264” #011491-.277” #011501-.284”
#011511-.308” #011511-.323”

Thank you for purchasing a Forster Precision Product.
Please wear safety glasses.
Forster Catalogs are available upon request.